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Biden Administration Promises to Veto any
Legislative Effort That Blocks Vote or Ballot Fraud
July 9, 2024 | Sundance | 399 Comments

The people behind Joe Biden that used illegal voter registration, subsequent ballot
harvesting, and ultimately corrupt ballot counting to install Biden into o�ce, have
threatened to veto any legislation that would impede their election fraud operation.
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By now we should all know the essential process being deployed.  This is the reason
for the open border policies.

The Biden administration (DHS) is not “importing democrat voters.”  Instead, DHS is
importing people, names, that allows the state fraud process to generate ballots. This
is an important distinction.

The migrants will not use the ballots. The DNC harvesters will collect them, �ll them
out (Team Obama), then the Precinct workers will scan them and count them (Team
Clyburn).  Illegals don’t need to vote. They only need to exist to create a ballot. {GO
DEEP}
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When people say the voter fraud issue has not been proven in the courts, there is
another important distinction. Typical EXAMPLE of court cases:

♦  Were the 400,000 ballots accurately counted?
COUNTY: Yes.

♦  Were the 400,000 ballots accurately matched to 400,000 voter
registration rolls?
COUNTY: Yes

♦  Were the 400,000 voter registrations legal?
COUNTY: Um, that’s not our job.

That’s the game.  The game is rigged.

The people in charge of making sure voter registration rolls are legal and accurate,
have a vested interest in making sure the voter registration rolls are not legal and
accurate.

The di�erence between “ballots” and “votes” is previously explained {SEE HERE}
and absolutely critical to understand before moving forward.
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Thankfully a large percentage of conservatives, intellectually honest independents
and even some establishment republican donors have read our research and are now
starting to have the ‘votes‘ vs ‘ballots‘ conversation.  That understanding is critical,
because any conversation that does not accurately identify and accept the problem is
futile.

The Importance of Election Rolls – As we saw from the California initiation point
(Motor/Voter), in order to most e�ectively use the mass distribution of ballots as an
electioneering process you �rst need a massive state secretary voter �le in order to
generate physical ballots.

Remember, votes require people – ballots require systems.  However, those systems
need a physical person for attribution of the ballot.  That’s where the import of
people, the open border, comes in.

Any institutional system that can link people into the SoS system to generate a larger
registration �le for ballot distribution is a net positive.  The key point is not to
generate voters, the key is to generate ballots – the more the better.  Mass printing of
ballots is the origin of the electioneering process.

Any state or federal system that links a physical identity to the secretary of state voter
rolls is good.  Any system, like the USPS postal change of address system, that would
remove physical identities from the state voter rolls is not useful.  The goal is to
maximize the number of systems that generate registration, that eventually
generates ballots.

Beyond the Driver’s License issue, it’s everything.  Sign up for public assistance, get
registered to vote.  Sign up for state bene�ts, get registered to vote. Sign up for a state
id, get registered to vote. Sign up for state college, get registered to vote. Sign up for a
grant, get registered to vote. Sign up for unemployment, get registered to vote. Sign
up for any state system and get registered to vote.  Get married, change names,



change addresses, etc, that’s how the voter rolls expand and that’s how the massive
distribution of ballots is created.

The corrupt states and federal government through DHS and the DOJ, then �ght
against anything, any e�ort, any process, that would purge voter rolls or �x incorrect
voting rolls.  To use the new electioneering system, the system operators need ballots
created, they no longer need votes.  They need ballots.

Downstream from this process that’s where you �nd the “ballot submission
assistance” programs.  This is where the local community networks, regional activist
groups and widespread community organizers come into play.  Instead of advertising
or the previous electioneering systems around candidate promotion and Get Out The
Vote (GOTV) e�orts, the majority of donations to the DNC are now used in the ballot
assistance programs.

Keep in mind, the origination of the ballots starts with expanded voter rolls.  The rolls
contain the registry status of people, regardless of their accuracy or inaccuracy.

I recently asked Catherine Englebrecht founder of True the Vote the following
question:

Give me your best guess. Can we vote in large enough quantities to beat the DNC
ballot creation system currently underway using illegal aliens?

Here is her response:

“Yes, but we need three things:

1. No polling place left unmanned.
2. Eyes/Cameras on drop boxes
3. Courage to �ght

My team is working nonstop on #1 and #2.

#3 is the most important.

We can do this.”

Visit True The Vote Here

https://truethevote.org/
https://truethevote.org/


Keep �ghting.

ATTENTION!🚨 Important election integrity update and call to action from
@TrueTheVote founder Catherine Engelbrecht! Please share!🚨
pic.twitter.com/O94UK6qUtO

— True the Vote (@TrueTheVote) July 8, 2024

This is a more accurate description of what happens regarding voter fraud
https://t.co/4HdoABTEB5
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— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) July 9, 2024

Posted in Big Government, Big Stupid Government, Decepticons, Dem Hypocrisy, Dept Of Justice,
DHS, Election 2024, Illegal Aliens, Notorious Liars, propaganda, Uncategorized, USA, Voter Fraud
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MTeresa   July 9, 2024 1:58 pm

I have been �nancially supporting True the Vote for a number of years and I
encourage everyone here at the Treehouse to do the same.
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  Reply to  

We also need to pray for patriots like Catherine (and of course SD) who put
everything on the line to clean up this mess.
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TLHoward   July 9, 2024 2:45 pm
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She has no control over Dem legislatures and never will.
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Daniel   July 9, 2024 2:51 pm
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Shift that to America First Legal. They seem better positioned for getting the
kinds of results in cleaning up the election of fraud and corruption.

Simple questions like “why do we even have electronic voting when other
countries stopped using them because of fraud?” Or how about “why is the
federal executive branch sending out states voter registrations out to illegal
aliens?” SCOTUS ruled the federal government cannot get involved with how
the states run their elections. And yet, we have this?

America First Legal seems like a more direct approach to this and many other
problems.
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T. Turtle   July 9, 2024 3:04 pm
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We can support both. They are both Vital!
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ICTHEMATRIX   July 9, 2024 4:36 pm
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If electronic voting is already approved there is no way it is being replaced
in this election cycle. Lawfare used the power of massive lawsuits against
those who challenged Dominion, and some big wins put the squash on
vote process reform in many areas. Key counties that cheated the vote in
2020 are poised to do it again. Sadly we have to massively overwhelm the
polls with votes to have any chance against this evil.
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Elon tweeting CTH. Absolutely did not have that on my 2024 bingo card.
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Elon even pinned it to his account. Big Time Stu�.
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  Reply to  

This is what I mean. PUBLICIZE the cheat so that every damned citizen
that drives or walks by a drop box stares and stares at it and person
dropping that ballot.

Make people uneasy as much as possible.

JOe needs to answer for what he has done.
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These commies don’t care how much we stare. They don’t care about
anyone or anything other than supporting every single liberal
candidate, and cheating or stealing or lying or worse to get it done.
It’s all about SAVING DEMOCRACY don’t cha know?? Trump IS
HITLER says the New Republic don’t cha know??
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YUGE. CTH will no doubt see a noticeable bump in tra�c to the website
and likely gain new X followers today.
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Seriously huge! Get ready for the trolls!!
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Repo Man   July 9, 2024 2:26 pm
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Trolls are fun to f k with.
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Pull out the can of extra strength troll repellent.
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Lori   July 9, 2024 2:58 pm
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I know, right? 🙂
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tax2much   July 9, 2024 2:00 pm

Jovan Hutton Pulitzer who was the only person to actually audit a vote has
been the lone voice crying in the wilderness for four years and virtually
been ignored especially by the Republican party. Very little has been done
to �x this.
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BARBARA MAXWELL   July 9, 2024 2:13 pm

  Reply to  

I remember seeing video of Mr. Pulitzer, I have wondered what happened to
him. Have you seen him lately?
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  Reply to  

Here’s the most recent video clip of Jovan Pulitzer I’ve seen (2 min.):
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+ 10,000 illegal aliens, including murderers, rapists and pedophiles using
the same exact Social Security number voted in the Arizona General 2020
election.

And contributing to a $1.7 trillion TRAITOR’S fund set aside for bribery,
racketeering and money laundering.

https://x.com/Real_RobN/status/1809975904581628299

And, here’s a recent interview of Mr. Pulitzer — where he explains exactly
what happened in Arizona. This interview is 2 1/2 hrs. in length — so
perhaps good to listen to ‘in the background’.

https://rumble.com/v54f1zb–jovan-pulitzer-explains-how-he-caught-
them-all-in-arizona-watermarked-ball.html
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Thank you.
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Elon Musk Breaks Down How Democrats Make It Near Impossible to
Prove Voter Fraud

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/07/he-gets-it-elon-musk-ste
ps-up-election/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=he
-gets-it-elon-musk-steps-up-election
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Yup.

Trump 2024.
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Oldretiredguy   July 9, 2024 2:55 pm
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Maybe beat the fraud by accidentally dumping acid in those boxes
receiving stacks of fake ballots. Could be done undectable
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Thank you MP !!
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Rip Tide   July 9, 2024 2:01 pm

And there you go! They will not allow their corrupt voting scheme’s to be
restricted in any way. This shows their true colors, and if it does not wake
people up, then probably nothing will.
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Lulu   July 9, 2024 2:12 pm
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Democrat voters support this – so they aren’t going to care.
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Repo Man   July 9, 2024 2:27 pm
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RINOs, too.
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Never have business dealings with a Democrat or lib. NHP.
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NOT HONEST PEOPLE
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JD   July 9, 2024 2:47 pm
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People who aren’t sleeping cannot be woken.
Thus a conscious exercise in ignorance.
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Skidroe   July 9, 2024 2:02 pm

I will never forget watching Fox News late the night of the 2020 election
and seeing President Trump’s numbers actually go down. The �x was in.
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wanderingwonderer   July 9, 2024 2:14 pm
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Me too. I saw it with my own eyes. I saw then how much power the deep state
has.
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Sandy   July 9, 2024 5:52 pm

  Reply to  

Can they outrun a speeding bullet? This was always gonna end in a Civil
War or a Revolution. Not my hopes by any means but when you’re dealing
with Demons, always remember there are no lines they will not cross.
This is also a Spiritual War and we’re not dealing with �esh and blood.
You can follow the bloodlines of the rich and powerful back Centuries, if
not Milenia.
They are entitled Godless scum, willing to do anything to retain power,
because they believe that it’s their birthright.
God disagrees and it will be God and God alone who will �nally end the
tyranny of these vermin.
It’s never been about an election, however, it took a stolen election to
open our eyes to the fraud that IS the United States of America.
I’ll be voting and campaigning for DJT, but that’s only a four year respite.
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I see no others willing to carry that mantle after he’s termed out. Unless
there’s a way to give him back his stolen �rst term. And so I 🙏 l
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Stick your �nger in a bottle of ink! Just like they did in Iraq. This is the only
way I would believe any results.
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After the 2020 steal, I wondered about other elections. I think they tried it
in 16, but they underestimated how truly bad a candidate hillary was, they
didnt cheat enough. Then, I thought about romney-obummer. I have
come to the conclusion the mittens barely beat obummer, but they came
up with enough votes to slide him in. Dick Morris was a brilliant political
analyst, but he missed romney-obummer….or did he? Morris left major tv
for a while after that and hung his head in shame, but….was he wrong?
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No! Romney killed him in the �rst debate. Absolutely wiped the �oor
with him. Then the �x was in.

If the 2024 election was fair and honest I believe President Trump
would win 80 million to 39 million.
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Yes, the mittens/ Obama race was a disaster.

Obama was the �rst incumbent since Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1944
to win reelection with fewer electoral votes and a lower popular
vote percentage than had been won in the previous election.
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Same. Every Presidential election I stay up until around 4am. 2020 I was in
bed by midnight mountain standard because they had curiously stopped the
voting and it was clear Trump had won. Woke up the next morning to
discover the evil of those who crave power and what they are willing to do to
have it.
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.

And we still don’t know how it came about that vote counting was
stopped.
.
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that’s the one that really gets me.
right there on your tv screen, simultaneously across all 4 time zones,
no explanation, just frozen for hours.

no answers, indeed.
but until you just brought it up,
haven’t really seen anyone asking the QUESTION for quite some time.
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You are 100% right on this, Mostly Right !!
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mass psychosis   July 9, 2024 2:02 pm
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But nothing happens because whether we choose to be aware of it or not,
there is only one UniParty in Congress working together to stop MAGA. Have
to rely on ourselves to �x it because the America First candidates we are
supporting are being fraudulently targeted for election fraud schemes.

Last edited 1 day ago by mass psychosis
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War.
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July 4, 1776. It can happen again.
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Trump 2024.
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The democrats need new names and addresses for the fraudulent ballots,
hence 17.5 million illegal aliens, who get money and voter registration,
which is illegal in most states but is done anyway, enforcement of the law.
It’s all part of the complete fraud being pulled o� in front of our faces.
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its another reason the ballot images are missing sometimes. autovoting the
available registrations to get the desired vote count, but without a real person
doing it so there is ballot scan image.
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Like to see the GOP generate just as many phoney ballots and overwhelm
the scams. When the Dim strongholds show 1 million registration voters
and somehow there’s 2 million ballots, their cheat systems become
worthless
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Ballot counters will just throw them away.
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That is exactly what I said. If the GOP did it they could blow up the entire
system. Rush Limbaugh was right when he said that the D RATS don’t want to
have elections anymore. The problem is that the GOP had 3/12 years to �x this
mess and they sat on their hands. This e�ects their jobs as well.
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Most of the GOP trash gets rich selling votes as the minority. They don’t
want PDT back in the WH either
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Hot damn! Elon retweeting Sundance’s clear and concise explanation of
exactly what the strategy is!

Lets Freakin Go!
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DMV is top of the waterfall. Nearly 95% of all voter registrations are happening
at the DMVs across the country.
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Focusing on NGOs and 3rd Party Registrars are just a drop in the bucket and
most likely only being used in local harvesting schemes.
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Fix is in. What would be utterly surprising is IF Trump does win. Otherwise,
it’ll be whatever lackey TPTB want in the role.

We shall see.
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I would retroactively arrest whoever initiated the registration for illegals.
Even if they pretend its a glitch. You can rob a store and say ooops, or steal an
election and say my bad.
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If the GOP weren’t a bunch of eunuchs they would have stopped this when
the border invasion started 3+yrs ago.
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Joan Carsey   July 9, 2024 2:34 pm

  Reply to  

You know Pete was never legally voted in as Mayor of Bumfuct, Indiana.

2
Reply

Skidroe   July 9, 2024 3:52 pm

  Reply to  

mass psychosis

mass psychosis
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mass psychosis

mass psychosis
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That is why they are saying the polls are so close. Polls are all made up. Just
before the election they will tighten up. Polls are trying to take in account all
the cheating so it won’t look so rigged.

3
Reply

47Yinzer   July 9, 2024 2:13 pm

Democrat Party: Please de�ne “eligible voters” as you understand the
term.
Take your time, we will wait ….

12
Reply

Paul B   July 9, 2024 2:13 pm

Great work, Sundance.

His EVs aside, Elon is proving to be quite a force for good lately.

16
Reply

DaPicayune   July 9, 2024 2:39 pm

  Reply to  

The WH Presstitutes and MSM must be in apoplexy over Elon’s recent post in
response to House Speaker Mike Johnson’s tweet about the SAVE ACT. Elon
ends his comment with his asking what the penalty for TREASON is???
Sic’em again, Elon!

https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1809374976845156801

6
Reply

mass psychosis   July 9, 2024 2:14 pm

I was once courted by “Conservative Inc.”

Until they realized they couldn’t use the platform I built, as relatively small
as it was, to create a “limited hangout.”

I won’t back ballot harvesting, early-voting, or feign ignorance on the
catastrophic dangers of using rigged machines.  

Paul B

https://x.com/elonmusk/status/1809374976845156801


Because you get what you work toward. And I will not work towards
perfecting a system that rewards cheating. I will only work towards a
system that embraces honesty and transparency, and provides stability in
our elections for generations to come.

Yet, every single show that has signi�cant reach has adopted the RNC’s
playbook to pretend rigged software and DHS sabotage at a nation-state
level doesn’t exist.

The same RNC that banned Tina Peters from attending their convention
next week.

That banned Joe Oltmann.

That banned me by refusing to provide press credentials to cover the event
on behalf of FrankSpeech/Lindell TV.

“Conservative Inc.” remains willfully ignorant about the rigged election
machines 4 years after the 2020 lead up.

I did an interview a few weeks ago with a very well known conservative,
with huge reach. Apparently, he got the memo and the interview was
canned.  

I haven’t cheered for, or endorsed any popular conservative politicians that
failed to go on the record and say out loud 2020 was rigged and stolen. This
won’t change.

You don’t deserve a leadership position when you have failed to
acknowledge the biggest crime in our nation’s history.

I remain steadfast in my support of Trump because justice requires he be
restored to the o�ce stolen from him.

But with all the celebrity conservatives and politicians that position
themselves around Trump—that use him—and truly don’t care about
�xing our elections long term, it is hard to get up each morning, stay on
point and advocate for the truth with so many doors slammed in the
proverbial face.

Yet, this channel will continue to beat the same ol’ drum.

No rigged machines and fake ballots.

The J6ers are heroes, and deserve to be exonerated, pardoned, and
celebrated.

Our nation needs to repent to God Almighty and welcome Christ back.

–David Clements



46
Reply

mass psychosis   July 9, 2024 2:16 pm

  Reply to  

21
Reply

Hoo vol   July 9, 2024 2:23 pm

  Reply to  

This site now has boatloads of chicken little telling us that all e�orts are
futile and the 24 election will be rigged just as 2020. Must be true.

6
Reply

mass psychosis   July 9, 2024 2:25 pm

  Reply to  

It is rigged. 100% con�rmed and only possible because DC is running
it. Which is why giving up is not an option for survival. It just buys a
little more time to pretend.

Last edited 1 day ago by mass psychosis
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4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:33 pm

  Reply to  

wouldnt take it personal. sometimes just thinking you could lose
after all we have been through is to much to handle.

not preparing for this possibility, creates the nightmare of the
‘day after the election is called’ thinking what do we do now.

the proof is if they did it just once, they can do it again. i dont
think losing the election is the end either, due to the sunlight on
everything. I think it is the start of confrontation with an abusive
power that has no legal foundation.

Last edited 1 day ago by 4thamendmentrestored

4
Reply

steph_gray   July 9, 2024 5:52 pm

  Reply to  

A cheat this fall would cause a solid move to that other “b”
box.

The question is whether the pathetic little cabal of The Powers
That (Should Not) Be at the top recognize that they too would
be in personal jeopardy if they let it get that far. And they don’t
have to.

They are cowards one and all – so let’s pray that at least a few
of them also wake up to non-pretending soon…

Maybe their closely held cheat operation may fail simply
because enough key minions suddenly decide they’d be better
o� vacationing outside the USA in November. Cowards. You
never know.

0
Reply

Right Mover   July 9, 2024 2:44 pm

  Reply to  

Being the positivity police and shaming anyone who doesn’t wear
rose-colored glasses doesn’t change the reality of the situation.

5
Reply
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Hoo vol   July 9, 2024 3:03 pm

  Reply to  

Thank goodness we have the “reality patrol,” as if that crowd
knows more than everyone else.

4
Reply

Right Mover   July 9, 2024 3:36 pm

  Reply to  

As Sundance says, I don’t believe in pretending.

As Rush used to say, “I live in Realville.”

2
Reply

Maquis   July 9, 2024 3:41 pm

  Reply to  

Those most forcefully asserting their realism seem least aware
of their own subjectivity.

5
Reply

steph_gray   July 9, 2024 5:55 pm

  Reply to  

Love that, Maquis. Very true.

There are simply too many variables.

The number of small things that could change suddenly at
any moment and tip the balance back and forth, even
several times before fall, is almost in�nite.

And actually in�nite, with an in�nite Almighty.

1
Reply

Michele M   July 9, 2024 3:24 pm

  Reply to  

OK this is me lately…been totally discourged…slap** slap** OK I am back.

Right Mover
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2
Reply

Nancy Murphy   July 9, 2024 2:15 pm

Not only did Elon quote tweet this, he pinned it to his account.

18
Reply

Caius Keys   July 9, 2024 2:15 pm

This is excellent and frightening research…

6
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:27 pm

  Reply to  

What you are most likely referring to when you said frightening….. is the
�ooding of our border to exploit this corrupt loop hole at the expense of every
safety measure.

women hurt or worse. children kidnapped or worse. homeowners being
invaded.

Citizens shot or ran over via DUIs.

Gangs getting more powerful because of the blind eye to them and their
logistics, while putting Grandma in jail for being pushed through a door then
walking behind capitol police through a building.

6
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:29 pm

  Reply to  

foreign countries aiding the sitting President to stay in power by dumping
prisons and �ooding our country via plane or train paid for by
__________ (yep, you guessed it US).

VIP access while you and I pay at least $60 dollars everytime we touch a
grocery store.

8
Reply
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Caius Keys   July 9, 2024 2:56 pm

  Reply to  

What’s frightening is the level of corruption and deception. How do you
�ght it, and what happens next? Look at what happened to those who
attended the J6 rally. Look at what happened to those who fought the
2020 fraud? Look at what happened to those who complain about sex
literature in elementary schools and drag-queen story hour? It’s
unbelievable! What’s the end-game?

2
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 3:06 pm

  Reply to  

you �ght it by doing j6 in 2020 to demonstate what cant be done (so
people dont waste your time coming up with ideas of going to DC to
protest), and to put light on the fact that it has to be done local (to
show people that you can pressure your local and you cant pressure
people in DC)

The country appears to be primed to go through a brief confrontation
from average citizens (grandfathers, grandmothers, men, women)
due to j6 happening and the retalliation the STATE did because of it…

And those average normal citizens have been trained to see that it
cant be done through watching others (voting, or protesting in DC) or
reading about others saving us.

0
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 3:07 pm

  Reply to  

and you get this action from ‘another steal”

0
Reply

CM-TX   July 9, 2024 2:18 pm

At least he’s thinking…

“Are the non-citizens who register to vote automatically at the top of
Trump’s future deportation list?

Deportations need to be prioritized somehow. Dangerous criminals go �rst,
of course.

4thamendmentrestored
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Then who?

If I were a non-citizen, I wouldn’t put my name on a potential “deport me
�rst” list.”

https://x.com/ScottAdamsSays/status/1810533387528225135

12
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:35 pm

  Reply to  

remove the ability for an illegal to work – and provide the access to return
home – and pressure the home country to comply or be hit by the economic
hitman.

2
Reply

Maquis   July 9, 2024 3:04 pm

  Reply to  

Home country?

Screw that.

Dump ’em just o� shore of Tierra del Fuega and let ’em �nd their own
way home.

Live stream their travails as they struggle to survive, often failing, to the
whole world, and watch the self deportation movement blossom into full
�ower.

8
Reply

Maquis   July 9, 2024 3:11 pm

  Reply to  

Tierra del Fuego.

1
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FrankieZee   July 9, 2024 2:39 pm

  Reply to  
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Trump needs to remind the Illegals at every rally he has. I would go for prison
for 10 years then deportation.

2
Reply

Maquis   July 9, 2024 3:46 pm

  Reply to  

Ils Partirent!! 😁

1
Reply

steph_gray   July 9, 2024 5:59 pm

  Reply to  

This tweet by Adams is great – it’s a great big bucket of sand!

1
Reply

zinpa   July 9, 2024 2:20 pm

Elon pinned Sundance on his feed. Pretty cool

10
Reply

Virginian   July 9, 2024 2:21 pm

The reality is that this must be stopped at the ballot creation stage. It may
be able to be stopped after that if we can disrupt the collection and �lling

FrankieZee

  JE PARTIRA PAS - TUBE DE L'ÉTÉ 2024  JE PARTIRA PAS - TUBE DE L'ÉTÉ 2024
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out stage, but once it gets to the scanning and counting stage it is too late.
As much as I respect Catherine Englebrecht, I believe her e�orts are
misdirected and will fail. The fraud has to be stopped before the ballot
boxes and voting polls.

4
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:38 pm

  Reply to  

How do you stop a legal process of sending a ballot to a registered voter? her
technique appears to be get high numbers of vote to make whatever steal
they do more obvious. and it also appears to have people watching on election
day to tell others of the stealing to ignite the anger of the country.

seems smart. j6 had to happen, but it would never be plausible to do it twice.
pressure on local people to �ght for you or lose their job seems to be the goal
(using all the fraud information and evidence and the fact that they did it
again)

0
Reply

mass psychosis   July 9, 2024 2:22 pm

Millions of legal green card holders are being registered to vote! This is
the proof that we have a deep state even in Florida. They are being marked
as US Citizens!

Virginian
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SEE:
https://rumble.com/v19q4cu-close-the-green-card-loophole.html

16
Reply

FrankieZee   July 9, 2024 2:43 pm

  Reply to  

So is there a site that shows the names of green card holders and when they
received their green cards?

1
Reply

Maquis   July 9, 2024 3:14 pm

  Reply to  

That would presume a signi�cant degree of competency and transparency
to create and maintain.

So I would say no.

Otherwise I would be monitoring it myself to see when my own Ex-
Monsters are �nally deported.

3
Reply

BARBARA MAXWELL   July 9, 2024 2:22 pm

This morning I saw a cartoon on another conservative website. It was of a
guy making a phone call to Barry Sotero aka BHO. The guy says if you want
50 million ballots printed in time, I need a name. Broc says Yeah, I just need
another day or two.

5
Reply

sunnydaze   July 9, 2024 2:25 pm

When combined with mail-in ballots, the system is *designed* to make it
impossible to prove fraud.

Mail-in and drop box ballots should not be allowed, as cameras on the in-
person voting stations would at least prevent large-scale fraud by counting
how many people showed up vs…

mass psychosis
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— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) July 8, 2024

12
Reply

steph_gray   July 9, 2024 6:02 pm

  Reply to  

I really like Elon’s mind working on this and handing his thoughts on it over
to a yuuuuge public.

Elon ri�ng o� the solid rhythm provided by sundance.

And PDJT dancing to them both…

(Catherine E. is cool on the keyboards.)

2
Reply

jkard   July 9, 2024 2:25 pm

The Democrats in their hubris thought they could drag sleepy Joe over the
�nish line one more time and really painted themselves into a corner.
Every move and option available to the DNC risks alienating large swaths of
their party and shining sunlight on an unfair process for the rest of
America to see.

Everyone here knows the IC gets what the IC wants, so whatever path is
chosen for the Dems will be su�ciently propped up with leaks and insane
levels of narrative engineering “to save our democracy “

That being said, I can’t help but feel like the pendulum is swinging back in
our direction and the Democrats really overplayed their hand. It won’t be
easy, but I see light at the end of the tunnel.

3
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:45 pm

  Reply to  

how many democrat friends or associates do we have? honestly I dont think
people can understand them if you arent near them.

most work in industries that are foreign to us. They get news from comedy.
They hate the word Trump. They hate anyone that doesnt say they hate
Trump (and they bring it up to probe people). They like the idea of stimulus
checks and support of gay rights and denigration of caucasions.

sunnydaze

jkard
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They could care less if Biden was dead in a chair and won and ran the country
for eternity. They just dont want you to win anything. thats it. They dont need
a great candidate or to even know who is runnning.

They aren’t necessarily bad people. Its just their beliefs dictate if someone
like us should live or be isolated/harmed/etc.. and our beliefs are based on the
individual being raised up and having their own possessions.

1
Reply

Conservative Angle   July 9, 2024 3:26 pm

  Reply to  

Yes………….. They ARE ‘bad people’.

ANYONE who supports election fraud is a treasonous, traitorous, �fth
columnist, communist.

P.E.R.I.O.D.

3
Reply

i am Not Sure   July 9, 2024 4:01 pm

  Reply to  

But they are highly vaxxed. Hence open borders

0
Reply

Repo Man   July 9, 2024 2:25 pm

Say good bye to Fraud Puppet 2020 (our installed president). This illegal
alien/open border thing is back�ring.

We have one across the street from Venezuela. He’s on parole. I talked with
him, and he’s merely an economic migrant. His sister in Switzerland told
him how to game the system here in the USA.

Deport him, Donald.

Trump 2024.

6
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MostlyRight   July 9, 2024 2:27 pm

Hi Elon! Thank you fo all you’ve done. It’s historic. Be a force for freedom.

7
Reply

Joan Carsey   July 9, 2024 2:30 pm

Anyone �lling in fake ballots is a criminal and an enemy combatant as it
harms us all.

10
Reply

FrankieZee   July 9, 2024 2:30 pm

So why doesn’t the Republicans do the same. The Illegals all have their
names in the DMV database. Blow the system up.

2
Reply

Slowcobra   July 9, 2024 2:44 pm

  Reply to  

Because there are no republicans anymore.

3
Reply

Right Mover   July 9, 2024 2:47 pm

  Reply to  

Because the Republicans are complicit. They don’t want to win. More
speci�cally, they don’t want Trump to win. They are now “cowards.” They
are complicit.

5
Reply

Right Mover   July 9, 2024 3:39 pm

  Reply to  

Correction to my above comment, they are NOT “cowards. They are
complicit.

FrankieZee
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0
Reply

steph_gray   July 9, 2024 6:07 pm

  Reply to  

Actually they are probably both at once.

Plus liars and money grubbers.

They (the entire UniParty) are  cowards (afraid of losing their
money spigot or facing worse consequences) and therefore  lying
that there is no election fraud (so why pass a bill to stop measures
against it?), making them  complicit in the fraud and  …well, see
 .

Last edited 23 hours ago by steph_gray

1
Reply

magadonian03   July 9, 2024 2:30 pm

We are where we are because The SCROTUS abdicated their duty in 2020,
declaring neither person nor State had standing to challenge the 2020
election, to expose the cheating. To the Chief Richard, this is your court,
this is at your feet. The Republic will never recover. May you rot in Hell.

14
Reply

Joe Joe in Virginia   July 9, 2024 3:07 pm

  Reply to  

And yet, they got involved in 2000. Di�erent court, of course.

1
Reply

Humphrey   July 9, 2024 2:31 pm

So if I follow this correctly, the game doesn’t care if the person is liberal,
conservative etc. as long as they are just there. Get bodies in.

2
Reply

WORDMAN™   July 9, 2024 2:35 pm

  Reply to  
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Yes…As Sundance said:

‘Illegals don’t need to vote. They only need to exist to create a ballot.’

8
Reply

Joel   July 9, 2024 2:39 pm

  Reply to  

Exactly 💯 💯 Humphrey

👍The Powers That Be will mark how they want to direct the “ballot” choices
plus ➕ TPTB get the bonus of canceling all Citizens Ballots 🗳 👌

1
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:47 pm

  Reply to  

get registrations in to get the potential to cast that ballot. Pennsylvania 18
wheeler with ballots that have no fold…. so they couldnt have been mailed.

Last edited 1 day ago by 4thamendmentrestored

2
Reply

Repo Man   July 9, 2024 2:33 pm

If we get one more dirty national election, then the �rst step is to starve the
D. C. parasite.

Cut o� the money.

Trump 2024.

4
Reply

Pegon Zellschmidt   July 9, 2024 2:34 pm

Democrats are your enemies. Be polite, but don’t support them. And every
one that hath left house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or
wife, or children, or lands for my name’s sake, shall receive an
hundredfold, and shall possess life everlasting.
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Reply

RedNorBlue   July 9, 2024 3:47 pm

  Reply to  

Who needs enemies when we have the mcconnels, romneys, grahams, rubios,
etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., going to bat for our interests.

0
Reply

TLHoward   July 9, 2024 2:35 pm

You can man drop boxes all you want, but no citizen has the right, as I
understand it, to prevent ANYONE from dropping hundreds or more (if
they have them) ballots into those boxes.

It’s legal in many states for others to take ballots to the boxes.

You KNOW THE ONLY WAY TO STOP THE USE OF THIS TACTIC? Make sure
the ballots can’t be read. How to do so? Lots of ways. Is that legal? Of course
it is not legal.

However, that is the ONLY WAY TO STOP IT.

So either you want justice or you don’t. You want the �eld level or you
don’t.

We always remain the kid on the playground who is used to being bullied
around. He keeps trying to do what his teacher and his mother tell him to
do. Tell the authorities. Try to talk to the bully. His father, on the other
hand, gives him a dose of the truth: HIT BACK. Kick BACK. DEFEND
YOURSELF. Even if the other guy manages to twist your arm, make you
bleed, if you hit back you will likely give him some hurts as well. Bullies
don’t like that.

Word will spread that if you want your ballot read, take it to the precinct
and drop it o� or just vote at your precinct.

I appreciate all the GOP people who are involved in trying to pass laws in
the legislature which improve the chances that there will be little if any
voter fraud.

I also live in the real world where legislature in Dem states will not give us
those law and judge will pay no attention to evidence of stolen elections:
“You don’t have standing. Get lost.”

Let’s be real about this.

Pegon Zellschmidt



IN the meantime, every person in the USA needs to be told and advised of
the tactics that will be used. They need to be encouraged to rat others out.

Mostly, every American voter needs to KNOW WHY JOE LET THOSE
MILLIONS IN .

Last edited 1 day ago by TLHoward

2
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 3:13 pm

  Reply to  

what happens if you lose.

0
Reply

Repo Man   July 9, 2024 2:36 pm

If you really want to round up all the illegal aliens,and give them the boot,
then just put a bounty on their respective heads.

$6,000 per head or $10,000 per family.

They will self deport like no one has ever seen.

Trump 2024.

5
Reply

topathehill   July 9, 2024 4:32 pm

  Reply to  

Actually the bounty on illegals used to be less than $5 back in the 70’s. Local
law enforcement could round em up if they had time. A more modest amount
like $100 or so each would result in a bountiful harvest.

The real problem would be housing, institutional feeding and transporting of
the hundreds of thousands who would be easily apprehended in the �rst few
weeks.

0
Reply

California Joe   July 9, 2024 2:37 pm
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The Republicans need to monitor the absentee ballot request and the actual
mail out process BEFORE the ballots are sent out especially in the several
Democrat run election districts in Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania.
Watching the dropboxes is a useless placebo simply because it proves
nothing and the judges won’t even look at the video evidence!

In Wisconsin every absentee ballot must be requested in writing by a
registered voter and mailed to the actual address of the voter…pretty easy
task for Republican observers to monitor and insure that only those ballots
are mailed out!

1
Reply

mass psychosis   July 9, 2024 2:37 pm

Immigration lawyer says his client voted in federal elections despite not
being a US citizen because she was automatically registered when renewing
a driver’s license.

“This is something that’s been happening in DMV o�ces all over the
country”

Share
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Webb   July 9, 2024 3:24 pm

  Reply to  

Which is why states like Minnesota and Illinois o�er “Drivers Licenses for
all” as if it’s an equality issue.

5
Reply

northerncanuck   July 10, 2024 1:24 pm

  Reply to  

Why would one care to even have a driver’s license?

Aren’t identi�cation cards raciss?

0
Reply

Patience   July 9, 2024 2:37 pm

😳 What’s that say????

“Yes WE Can” ➡ cheat
————-

🤣🤣🤣😆😂🤣😅

🍿

1
Reply

Yosemite Sam   July 9, 2024 2:39 pm

A substantial percent of those 10 million, or more, potential new democrat
ballots may well be too many to overcome.

3
Reply

Oldersoul   July 9, 2024 2:42 pm

  Reply to  

Is that why the DNC is having an internal civil war over replacing Biden?

You give them too much credit. They are not unbeatable.

mass psychosis
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8 Reply

Joel   July 9, 2024 2:53 pm

  Reply to  

👍Thanks Oldersoul👌

👉President Donald J Trump thinks it’s worth saving our Constitutional
Republic and so do many Citizens in our country 👈

4
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:56 pm

  Reply to  

its because a new power couple wants to hold the reigns. their spat I dont
think has to do with anything we think or could do. We are irrelevent to
them. They will steal and inprison anyone that has a problem with it…

this positive thinking thing is dangerous. I always thought the
encouraging to vote and making it harder for them to steal was not to
win, but to make their steal so obvious the Country revolted.

Last edited 1 day ago by 4thamendmentrestored

0
Reply

Oldersoul   July 9, 2024 3:08 pm

  Reply to  

“this positive thinking thing is dangerous.”

Yes. You are black-pilled. Just give up then.

Many of us are still �ghting. And we are winning this in the end.

7
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 3:17 pm

  Reply to  

We are still �ghting also, but with the intent to force the steal to
be obvious. not to win (that would be great), but to make it
impossible for people not to foam at the mouth the day after the
steal if it occurs (because of the max voting that made the steal
obvious).

Oldersoul

Oldersoul

4thamendmentrestored

Oldersoul
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positive thinking meant – ‘we are gonna win, dont say we aren’t’
type of talking. no o�ence at all, we both are doing the exact same
thing except one believes in the possibility of being stolen from
again.

so both �ghting together.

0
Reply

4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 3:18 pm

  Reply to  

if Elon thought President Trump was guranteed to win, he
wouldnt be pointing out anything about the votes.

1
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steph_gray   July 9, 2024 6:18 pm

  Reply to  

Yes.

The people who come here and preach that positive
thinking is “dangerous” (ha ha) seem to be under the
illusion that Treepers can’t walk and chew gum at the same
time.

Think positively…
And act locally…

0
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steph_gray   July 9, 2024 6:16 pm

  Reply to  

The Powers That (Should Not) Be care only about the ones in the swing
states.

Their current problem is that PDJT keeps opening up more swing states… 🧐

0
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FormallyKnownAs   July 9, 2024 2:45 pm

The newspaper of record:

4thamendmentrestored

4thamendmentrestored

Yosemite Sam
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https://babylonbee.com/news/people-who-would-never-cheat-in-electio
ns-horri�ed-by-stop-cheating-in-elections-bill

9
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Hoo vol   July 9, 2024 3:06 pm

  Reply to  

That’s well done.

2
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bkrg2   July 9, 2024 4:20 pm

  Reply to  

Awesome. Thanks for sharing

1
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steph_gray   July 9, 2024 6:22 pm

  Reply to  

Arachnophobes unite!

It’s why I recoil at the thought of Nantoinette Pelousy.

A spider with four, count ’em, four eyebrows! No 50’s horror movie need
compete…

0
Reply

Receo   July 9, 2024 2:47 pm

What a country!

1
Reply

Daniel   July 9, 2024 2:47 pm

There’s a LOT going on in this area. Scattered stories which all need to be
collected, validated and compiled. The executive branch has been sending
states’ voter registrations out to illegals imported and distributed around
the country. To what extent is the states’ governments colluding with the

FormallyKnownAs
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federal government? Is the federal government printing these states
applications on their own or are the states cooperating with this illegal
e�ort?

This practice is a perfect example to test SCOTUS’s resolve that the federal
government cannot interfere with how states run their elections.
(remember the SCOTUS ruling where they ignored several states
complaining about other states cheating?) Here we have the federal
government getting involved in states elections by distributing voter
registration forms to illegal aliens and likely even violating those states’
laws.

But there’s more of course.

If only we had a “Sundance level” person in media and in the legislature.
These things need to be made clear and easy to understand. America-�rst
legal?

3
Reply

sonoftrump   July 9, 2024 2:48 pm

We all know what must happen and have not said it. Tyrants do not
relinquish power

3
Reply

Joel   July 9, 2024 3:12 pm

  Reply to  

👉Follow President Donald J Trump leading sonoftrump.👈

0
Reply

Caius Keys   July 9, 2024 2:53 pm

Trust 0’Bama they said — it’s ray-cyst not to they said.

2
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Talk to the Hand Progs   July 9, 2024 2:54 pm

True the Vote has software in place where you can check your country voter
rolls. I setting aside time this week to look at my small county, and then

sonoftrump
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reach out and help those in the larger countries. I believe in Georgia you
must be a resident of your county to access your county rolls.

Determining who is legal is probably a di�cult thing to do. I believe the key
is the physical address, and you need one in Georgia. If it’s and empty �eld,
a UPS store, of 40 people living at the same place, there’s probably fraud.

I’ll let you know how well it works.

I encourage everyone help and/or send a check to True the Vote.

We can do this!

MAGA 2024!

Last edited 1 day ago by Talk to the Hand Progs

6
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4thamendmentrestored   July 9, 2024 2:57 pm

  Reply to  

You’d do better welding ballot boxes shut.

1
Reply

Dixie   July 9, 2024 3:48 pm

  Reply to  

Walk your dogs, pick up after them and dump it in the ballot boxes.
Nobody will want to count those.

1
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DocHawk   July 9, 2024 5:14 pm

  Reply to  

Omega4America has an even better way of cleaning voter rolls and stopping
ballot manufacturing with their Fractal technology. This needs to be used in
every state to make sure all ballots are cast by a legitimate voter.

0
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Joe Joe in Virginia   July 9, 2024 2:55 pm

Talk to the Hand Progs
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This went on in California for years. Sometimes, the party would create
ballots for people who actually were citizens. When they went to vote on
election day, they were told they had already voted.

Kudos on the Elon retweet, Sundance! Your explanation is clear but not
hopeless. I hope this becomes a primer for everyone who follows Elon on X.

6
Reply

Lori   July 9, 2024 2:58 pm

Indeed. Courage my fellow patriots.

2
Reply

p-squared   July 9, 2024 2:58 pm

This legislation is an election year stunt by the Republican wing of the
uniparty, nothing more.

2
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Dee   July 9, 2024 2:59 pm

This is why I NEVER believed that there is going to be another nominee
other than Biden(unless he passes away from an illness.)

The democrats would have a cabbage patch doll (other than Biden) as their
nominee because they count on ballots not actual American citizen voters.

They DON’T need the American people.

Democrat party Tyranny to destroy the United States is ALWAYS achieved
through FORCE.

Last edited 1 day ago by Dee

5
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T. Turtle   July 9, 2024 3:03 pm

Sundance,

Why is the NJ GOP pulling funding for ballot harvesting and will the RNC
step up to bat and pay for it? President Trump is currently polling ahead of

http://cth/


FJB in NJ. That state has 14 electoral votes. WTH is going on? This is
infuriating.

“Is the NJ GOP Giving Trump the Shaft? Grassroots Says Party is Blocking
Funds to Ballot Harvesting Group in Order to Save Money for 2025”
Excerpts:

The PAC, Fix Jersey Now, says that while they were presenting their ballot
harvesting plan during a June 24th Microsoft Teams video meeting, they
were told by RNC sta� that the NJ GOP is focused on getting Jack Ciattarelli
elected in 2025 instead of focusing on a Trump 2024 victory in the state.

Jack Ciattarelli, 62, is a former New Jersey state representative, a Never
Trumper, and the New Jersey Republican Party’s failed 2021 nominee for
governor.

The NJ GOP “is blocking resources now so they can instead be used for next
year’s governor race,” says Mick Spadea, the CEO of Fix Jersey Now.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/07/is-nj-gop-giving-trump-sh
aft-grassroots-says/

2
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Guyski   July 9, 2024 4:08 pm

  Reply to  

NJ GOP stupid. If they want Jack Ciattarelli to be governor in 2025, they need
to support President Trump in 2024. 🙄

0
Reply

northerncanuck   July 10, 2024 1:32 pm

  Reply to  

There’s a possibility that if President Trump does not win in ’24, the jig is up.

Funding won’t be an issue if he wins, if not – there might not be a “who
cares?”.

0
Reply

Bogeyfree   July 9, 2024 3:04 pm

Since we just got PT new Contact with America, maybe it’s appropriate to
put out the new Leftist Contract with America as well……………

T. Turtle
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The Left’s Contract with America:

No borders, allow as many illegals in as possible and have taxpayers cover
all their expenses

Destroy the middle class and create a society of only elites (leftists) and
surfs (everyone else)

Ignore all debt and de�cits and spend / funnel as much money from
taxpayers to leftists organizations as possible

Ignore all God created and plentiful natural energy resources and go
exclusively with expensive and ine�cient green energy solutions and
charge people 50%-100% more

Increase taxes on all people by implementing out of control in�ation
caused by purposeful, uncontrollable spending.

Make America a service only economy and ship all good manufacturing
jobs to China and 3rd world countries thus making imported goods more
expensive for the middle class. 

Continue to undermine all countries we disagree with politically and use
non stop wars to bring down those who question or don’t go along with our
ideology

Restrict any free speech we disagree with and pull back the God given
freedoms all human beings were born with along with those provided
speci�cally in the US Constitution.

Weaponize Government Agencies to attack and persecute any political
party or individuals we disagree with regardless if our actions violate the
Rule of Law

Ignore the rule of law and release as many criminals, including multiple
violent o�enders back into local cities and towns to reign down more
violent crimes on the people.

Eliminate gas powered cars and trucks, gas stoves, gas furnaces regardless
of the additional cost and hardship on the American people.

Allow any man who thinks they are a woman to compete in all women and
girls sporting events thus destroying all prior women records for the sake
of pleasing that man who thinks he is a woman. Oh and allow all of these so
called women to shower with any girl or women athlete.

Move to a US Central Bank Digital Dollar thus eliminating all cash so we can
track all purchases of every American 24/7 and use this data anyway we
like, including passing this data on to our best friends at the IRS and DOJ.



Support any and all terrorist groups who wish harm to any conservatives,
Christian’s or Jews.

Eliminate all checks and balances on national and state elections where all
voter rolls, all voter identi�cation are eliminated thus allowing us to put
any name on a ballot as many times as we wish and put them all into drop
boxes.

Weaken our military by pushing out our very best via forced vaccinations
and idiotic EDI and woke policies that do nothing to get men ready to �ght,
ferociously as needed to win wars.

Constantly use the race card even when it’s not valid or true in order to
divide people vs uniting them as united people are harder to control.

Slogan – DAFW – Destroy America from Within (fast)
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